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ABSTRACT

If the construction of the ngVLA begins in 2026, its sensitivity is expected to match that of the VLA

by late 2029. At that juncture it is anticipated that open-skies observing will cease on the VLA and

commence on the ngVLA. We suggest that during 2026-2029 the VLA be held in a customized final

configuration encompassing portions of its standard A, B, C and D configurations. Such a final VLA

configuration would (1) help minimize the cost of VLA operations and maximize the pace of ngVLA

construction and commissioning; (2) help VLA users pivot to the high-resolution, high-frequency re-

search topics that are projected to headline the ngVLA science program; and (3) help mitigate the

effects of source confusion during responses to transients in the era of the Rubin Observatory and

LIGO A+.
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1. CONTEXT AND MOTIVATION

The next-generation VLA (ngVLA) is envisaged to

be an interferometric array operating at frequencies be-

tween 1.2 and 116 GHz, with ten times the sensitivity

and angular resolution of the VLA and ALMA (Murphy

et al. 2018; Selina et al. 2018; McKinnon et al. 2019). If

the construction of the ngVLA begins in 2026, its sen-

sitivity is expected to approximately match that of the

VLA by late 2029.1 At that juncture it is expected that

PI-driven, open-skies observing will cease on the VLA

and commence on the ngVLA as Early Science (Ford

et al. 2019). The NRAO has begun working with the

community to identify and evaluate possible options for

such a transition.2 In the interim we are guided by some

draft concepts mentioned by Chandler et al. (2019), no-

tably the possibility that the VLA continue to operate

at a reduced level during 2026-2029.

Here, we explore a hyothetical reduction in one capa-

bility of the VLA, namely its reconfigurability. Specifi-

ally, we suggest that the VLA be held in a customized

final configuration encompassing portions of its standard
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A, B, C and D configurations. Such a final VLA con-

figuration would (1) help minimize the cost of VLA op-

erations and maximize the pace of ngVLA construction

and commissioning, by freeing staff from VLA reconfig-

uration activities; (2) help VLA users pivot to the high-

resolution, high-frequency research topics that are pro-

jected to headline the ngVLA science program (Murphy

et al. 2018; Wrobel & Murphy 2020; Wrobel et al. 2020);

and (3) help mitigate the effects of host-galaxy and cos-

mological confusion during responses to transients in the

era of the Rubin Observatory and LIGO A+ (Ivezic et

al. 2019; Reitze et al. 2019).

2. APPROACH AND RESULTS

For each of its standard A, B, C and D configura-

tions, the VLA offers a power-law spacing of the nine

antennas placed along each of its three equiangular arms

(Thompson et al. 1980; Napier et al. 1983). The distance

dn from the center of the array of the nth antenna per

arm, counting outward from the center, is proportional

to n1.716. The different standard configurations have

different proportionality constants. The values chosen

for those constants offer two advantages. First, it means

that some antenna pads can be shared among the config-

urations, so only 24 pads per arm are needed to accom-

modate all standard configurations. Those pad locations

are shown in Figure 1. Below, we will make use of each

arm’s 24 standard pad identifers p that span 1 to 72 with
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gaps (see Table 1 in Thompson et al. 1980). Second,

the scaling between the standard configurations resem-

bles that between three of the VLA’s original observing

bands, facilitating imaging at matched angular resolu-

tions among those bands. With the advent of complete

frequency coverage between 1 and 50 GHz on the VLA

(Perley et al. 2011) and robust data-weighting schemes

(Briggs 1995), this second advantage has become less

significant.

We suggest that during 2026-2029 the VLA be held in

a customized final configuration encompassing portions

of all its standard configurations. We opt to avoid popu-

lating the two innermost pads per arm, p = 1 and p = 2,

as such short spacing information can be obtained with

single dish facilities. We also opt to avoid populating

the outermost pad per arm, p = 72, as this will help re-

duce the operational burden. This leaves us with a set of

21 pad locations per arm that we wish to populate with

nine antennas per arm. To do so, we take two steps.

First, we seek a power-law spacing of the nine anten-

nas per arm, spread between the innermost antenna’s

d1 = 89.9 m on pad p = 3 and the outermost antenna’s

d9 = 17160.8 m on pad p = 64. These extremes define a

power-law exponent log10(d9/d1)/log10(9) = 2.390 and

lead to the set of nine desired distances ddesiredn given in

Table 1.

Second, for simplicity we invoke the VLA’s power-law

model for its pad locations per arm. We then search

among pads p = 4, ..., 56 per arm to find the seven

pads that come closest to achieving the desired dis-

tances ddesiredn for seven additional antennas. The seven

closest-pad identifiers plus the two end-defining pads are

given in Table 1, along with their closest-pad distances

dn.

The closest-pad identifiers in Table 1 define our sug-

gestion for the VLA’s final configuration. Armed with

those identifiers, we use SCHED to access their catalogued

locations and generate (u, v) coverage plots for short

(0.2 hour) and long (8.0 hour) tracks, subject to an

antenna elevation limit of 15 degrees. The (u, v) cov-

erage plots are shown on A-configuration scales in Fig-

ures 2 and 3, on B-configuration scales in Figures 4 and

5, on C-configuration scales in Figures 6 and 7, and on

D-configuration scales in Figures 8 and 9. These fig-

ures indicate reasonable (u, v) coverage on the standard

scales long familiar to VLA users.

3. SUMMARY AND NEXT STEPS

We explored a hypothetical reduction in one capabil-

ity of the VLA, namely its reconfigurability, during the

years of a VLA-to-ngVLA transition. We identified a

power-law configuration for the VLA that involves por-

tions of its standard A, B, C and D configurations. We

suggested that the VLA be held in this final, customized

configuration during the transition years, and mentioned

some operational and scientific advantages of doing so.

A specific next step is to use simulations to study the

performance parameters and image fidelity of our sug-

gested final configuration for the VLA. We look forward

to learning the community’s reaction to our suggestion.

We also look forward to learning about the alternate

ideas that will emerge as the NRAO engages with com-

munity stakeholders to identify and evaluate possible

options for the VLA/VLBA-to-ngVLA transition.
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Table 1. A Suggested Final Configuration for the VLA

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Antenna index, n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Desired distance, ddesiredn (m) 89.9 471.3 1242.1 2470.4 4211.1 6511.1 9411.7 12950.2 17160.8

Closest pad identifier, p 3 8 14 20 28 36 48 56 64

Closest pad distance, dn (m) 89.9 484.0 1264.4 2331.8 4153.9 6393.6 10474.7 13646.6 17160.8

Figure 1. Map of the Plains of San Agustin, New Mexico, USA. Green symbols mark the 24 standard pad locations on each arm
of the VLA. Other symbols mark potential Rev D locations of ngVLA antennas. Terrain features are also indicated. Adapted
from Carilli et al. (2022).
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Figure 2. (u, v) coverage over ± 40 km. Short track.

Figure 3. (u, v) coverage over ± 40 km. Long track.
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Figure 4. (u, v) coverage over ± 12 km. Short track.

Figure 5. (u, v) coverage over ± 12 km. Long track.
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Figure 6. (u, v) coverage over ± 4 km. Short track.

Figure 7. (u, v) coverage over ± 4 km. Long track.
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Figure 8. (u, v) coverage over ± 1 km. Short track.

Figure 9. (u, v) coverage over ± 1 km. Long track.
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